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Lebanese Moslems make gains
BEIRUT. Lebanon (AP) - Leftist
militiamen apparently won control ol
large Christian areas of Lebanon
yesterday. A powerful Christian leader'
called for intervention by the United
States, the United Nations or Western
Europe.
U.S. Secretary of State Henry
Kissinger, however, warned against
outside" intervention, and
Arab
League Secretary-General Mahmoud
Riad called for an immediate Arab
summit to settle the war.
State-run
Lebanese
television
announced
that
Syrian
Foreign
Minister Abdul Halim Khaddam and
the Syrian army and air force chiefs
are due in Beirut today to try to work
out a settlement. Informed sources
said Lebanese Moslem leaders had
proposed Syrian Army Chief of Staff
Gen. 1 likm.it Shehabi as a neutral
negotiator.

Besides students and faculty, just about the only creatures
remaining around the University over the winter months are these
cardinals roosting outside the library. (Newsphoto by Mindy
Mdligan)

A
POLICE
spokesman
said
communications were out with much
of the country' but that Moslem foices
appeared to have added most of
northern and eastern Lebanon to the
southern area they already controlled.
"The
last
messages
received
reported scores of tiny Christian
villages besieged by Moslem tribal
warriors in the north and east." he
said. "Hundreds of Christian families
there have already fled to neighboring
Syria."
Right-wing Christian foices held on
to an area along the coast and
mountains between Beuut and Tripoli
and part of the capital itself. They
were cleaning out Moslem pockets,
including the last Palestinian holdout
in the corpse-strewn Katantina slum of
Beirut.
Police said more than 200 people
were killed, most of them combatants,
in the previous 24 hours. That raises
the death toll since Jan. I to more

ACGFA establishes guidelines
for student groups seeking funds
By Cindy Smercina
Staff Reporter
Guidelines for University groups
seeking funding from the general fee
were tentatively established last night
by the Advisory Committee on
General Fee Allocations (ACGFA).
Only groups formally registered
with the University will be eligible for
funding.
UNIVERSITY registration requires
a group to present a constitution, slate
of officers and lawful purpose for
existence.
Factors the committee will weigh
heavily when deciding whether or not

to grant funding to a group include;
-the length of time the group has
been in existence and its record of
service,
-a
group's
availability
to a
significant segment of the student

body.
--whether or not J group duplicates
existing programs, equipment
or
facilities and
-if funding for a particular group
should more appropriately come from
an individual department or the
University's education budget.
ACGFA also decided to deny
funding to clearly partisan political
groups.

No strategic superiority
seen in Soviet weaponry
MOSCOW (AP) - Secretary of State
Henry Kissinger flew here yesterday
for critical nuclear arms talks, pledging
to the American people that "we will
never concede strategic superiority to
the Soviet Union."
With a dark-brown fur hat perched
on his head, Kissinger stepped from his
jet into a light snowfall at subzero
Vnukovo Airport. "I've come here for
serious talks." he told reporters.
The top-level discussions begin
today with Soviet leader Leonid
Brezhnev at the Kremlin. Even if there
is an agreement in principle on a new
treaty to limit offensive nuclear
weapons, there will be a long interval
before it could be implemented, a

senior U.S. official said.
IN
WASHINGTON,
a
Senate
subcommittee was told that the
United States is not living up to the
spirit of existing treaties limiting the
testing and spread of nuclear weapons,
Adrian Fisher, the chief U.S.
negotiator
of
the
1968
Non-Proliferation Treaty and now
dean of the Georgetown Law Center,
said the nation has lost sight of the
true goals of the 1968 pact and the
1963 Nuclear Test Ban Treaty. He said
the test ban included a commitment
"to work as hard as we could to
eliminate the production and testing
of all nuclear weapons" but that this
has not been done.

Students can challenge
data placed in records

I lie committal declined to establish
a strict screening process for groups
applying for funding. Any group
formally registered with the University
can apply, and ACGFA will decide
whether or not to grant the request
following a hearing.
In the past, ACGFA has denied
funding
to
groups
it
believed
represented
special
interests,
honoraries and partisan political
interests.
Budget request forms and a cover
letter incorporating the guidelines will
be mailed Monday to all University
groups that received general fee money
in 1975.
Two versions of the budget request
forms were approved-form A, for
groups with larger, more involved
budgets and form B, for groups
primarily involved in programming
activities.
The forms must be returned to the
Office of Student Affairs. 440 Student
Services Bldg. by Feb. 9. '
Special extensions can be requested
extending the deadline to Feb. 13.
GROUPS SEEKING general fee
funding for the first time can obtain
the necessary forms from the Office of
Student Affairs.
After a group completes a budget
request form, hearings are scheduled at
which one or two representatives of
the group formally present the request
to the committee.
Those
hearings are tentatively
scheduled to begin the week of Feb.
14. according to. Dr. Richard Eakin.
vice provost lor student affairs and
chairman of ACGFA.

Editor's note: This b the second of
a three-part series on the University's
implementation of the
Family
Educational Rights and Privacy Act of
1974.
By Renee Murawski
Staff Reporter
Students are entitled to a hearing to
challenge any portion of their
educational
records
under
the
University's guidelines regarding the
Family Educational Rights and Privacy
Act of 1974.
The act, issued by the Department
of Health, Education and Welfare,
gives students an opportunity to
correct or delete any inaccurate,

than 2.0S0. in addition to
estimated 8.000 killed last year.

the

INTERIOR
Minister
Camille
Chamoun, 76-year-old leader of one of
the private Christian groups fighting
Moslems and Palestinians, called for
the foreign intervention after he was
evacuated by helicopter from his
besieged seaside mansion south of
Beirut.
Chamoun, who as president in 1958
called in U.S. Marines to end another
civil war situation, charged Monday
night that up to I 5.000 Syrian army
troops had crossed into lebanon. The
Syrian government and Palestine
guerrilla leaders denied it, and U.S.
State Department and Israeli military
officials discounted Chamoun's charge.
Palestinian and Lebanese military
sources said Syrian-trained units of the

Palestine liberation Atmy-the official
military wing of Yasir Arafat's
Palestine Liberation Organization-had
moved into Lebanon. Intelligence
sources here estimated their number at
1,500. and U.S. and Israeli officials
apeed with it.
ISRAELI military sources said the
Palestinian army could tip the balance
to the Moslems in the battle for
Beirut.
Palestinian sources said that Israel
was massing troops along Lebanon's
southern
border,
but
Lebanese
authorities denied it.
Israeli Defense Minister Shimon
Peres toured the border and said the
presence of large
numbers of
Palestinian
guerrillas
in
the
neighboring country had "direct
implications on Israel's security."
Kissinger issued his warning against

outside involvement in "the tragedy
now befalling Lebanon" during a
stopover in Copenhagen on his way to
Moscow. He said the war "has the
potential for drawing in outside
powers" and warned against "any
unilateral action that could lead to an
expansion of hostilities."
In Washington, White House Press
Secretary Ron Ncssen said the State
Department had sent warnings through
diplomatic channels for all outside
parties not to interfere in Lebanon.
Chamoun. whose home is in an
enclave of lour Christian villages under
attack by Moslems and Palestinians for
several days, issued his plea for
intervention
after
talking
with
President Suleiman Franjieh and top
military commanders. The president, a
Christian,
was
left
without
a
government when Premier Rashid
K.ii.iini. a Moslem, resigned Sunday.

Moore asks trustees to okay
revised budget, fee schedule
By Pat Thomas
Make-up Editor
In a finance report before the
Faculty Senate yesterday. Univeisity
President llollis Moore Jr. said he will
ask the Board of Trustees to approve a
revised University budget and fee
schedule in February.
He explained thai a two pei cent
cut in state appropriations, a Blue
Cross increase of almost $500,000 and
the civil service pay increase granted
for this year have forced a $750,000
cut in the 1975-76 budget.
A lack of state supplemental funds,
the decline of University interest
income and rising utility and computci
costs will increase budget difficulties,
Dr. Moore said.
"The chances arc very, very good
that a fee increase will be recognized
by the Board of Trustees by spring,"
he said.
DR. MOORE added that "some
program quality is being jeopardized
by our operating budgets" as a result
of the cutbacks.
The proposed fee schedule will
operate on a 1 5-month plan beginning
spring quarter. Dr. Moore said the

Icy anglers
misleading or inappropriate data in
their educational files.
ACTING
COORDINATOR
of
Student Services Bob Arrowsmith said
that the act evolved from a concern
over the type of data included in a
student's elementary and high school
records.
(
"If not corrected, questionable
information found in such files would
follow students throughout their
academic careers," Arrowsmith said.
The University's guidelines state
that any student wishing to challenge
material contained in his files must submit a written request for a hearing
to the antversity president or his
design ee.

budget and fee schedule revisions are
being sought eatly this year so that
University budget committees can
determine
definite
budgets
for
1976-77.
"I hope that we will still have the
lowest overall cost in the State," Dr.
Moore said at the conclusion of his
report.
Occupancy dates for the new
Musical
Arts
Building and the
proposed recreation center have been
set
for
September
1978
and
September
1977
respectively,
according to Dr. Moore.
SPEAKING ON
the current
interest in grade inflation.Dr. Moore
noted that the overall undergraduate
grade point average has remained at
about 2.7 for five consecutive years.
Faculty Senate passed a motion
endorsing the implementation of the
Continuing Education Unit(CEU)asa
means of recording non-credit courses
and conferences attended.
According to Dr. Annette Johnson,
director of continuing education,CEU
credit is awarded only in programs
developed in conjunction with a
professional organization, such as the
Ohio Nurses Association.
DR. JOHNSON .

is a national unit and that the
University is the last Ohio university
to begin using the unit. Academic
Council has yet to review the CEU
program.
Mary
Helen Frammc. Student
Government Association coordinator
of academic affairs said a forum on the
integrity and quality of education will
be presented Feb. 17 to Faculty
Senate.
The meeting concluded with the
open
discussion
of
space
appropriations in the
University
Library. Several senators expressed
concern over the transfer of the
Northwest Ohio Great Lakes Research
Center from its present location In the
Graduate Center to the fifth floor of
the libi.ir\

Weather
Snow likely today and tonight,
high in the upper 20s and low
tonight 10-15. Cloudy with a
chance of snow flurries tomarrow,
high in the upper 20s. Chance of
snow 70 per cent today and
tonight.

added that CEU

Two fishermen huddle inside i tent on Sandusky Bay, a popular ice fishing spot.
After having cut a hole in the ice, the men erected the tent to keep warm in while
waiting to make a catch. (Newsphoto by Dan Feicht)

University President Hollis Moore
Jr. is in the process of deciding who
his designee will be in the event of a
hearing, according to Arrowsmith.
THE GUIDELINES stipulate that
the designee will conduct the hearing
within 10 working days after receipt
of the request.
The administrator responsible for
the record under challenge or his
designee must present that record at
the hearing. The student can be
assisted at the hearing by the adviser
of his choice.
The hearing officer must rule
whether the record stands, is corrected
or deleted.

Arrowsmith said that he is unaware
of any instances at the University of a
student challenging the information
contained in his educational records.
He added that the act could create
extra paperwork for administrators if
many students requested to inspect
and challenge the content of their
files.
"SO FAR, students haven't taken
advantage of this act to the extent that
it's put a heavy workload on any
office," Arrowsmith explained.
Arrowsmith said he did not believe
it would be necessary to establish a
full-time administrative office for the
sole
purpose
of
conducting
educational record hearings.
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hitting the primary trail
i

ford shows concern
for young
President Ford Monday shed a glimmer of light on the unusually
dark employment situation for student and young people in his
optimistic State of the Union message. While this annual address
often is called a public relations tool. Ford could dispel this
accusation by acting on his comments and finding work for
America's youth.
Commenting on the state of the economy and unemployment.
Ford said, "We need more and more jobs every year. Today's
economy has produced over 85 million jobs for Americans, but we
need a lot more jobs, especially for the young."
Ford's remarks touched on an issue traditionally ignored in the
yearly presidential message, indicating the President's concern with
employment prospects in general and in increasing federally funded
jobs for youths in particular.
Economic growth also was stressed by Ford as his main objective
during the Bicentennial and election year. Reaching economic
stability without inflation will be a difficult task but one that cannot
be abandoned with the initiation of more jobs for college age
workers and others.
Ford's statements in the State of Union speech should prompt
action from employers to set up programs providing more and better
jobs for the young that will encourage their intellectual growth and
achievement.

CONCORD, N.H.-The man who
beat Ronald Reagan here in 1968 is
running again in the New Hampshire
primary. He calls himself Chief
Burning Wood.
Nor is he a novelty in this
first-in-the nation stopover on the
presidential trail this year. In addition
10
the
eight
nationally-known
Democrats on the Feb. 24 ballot are
the names of eight other persons, none
of whom is exactly a household word.
Among them are Arthur Blessitt, a
young Miamian who
carries a large
wooden cross; Ellen McCormack, of
Bellmore, New York who is waging an
anti-abortion campaign; and Bernard
Schecter, of Oceanside, California, a
retired military officer and erstwhile
Republican who figures he has a better
chance as a Democrat.
NEW HAMPSHIRE'S experience is
certain to be duplicated in many of
the other 30-plus primary states.
A lot of ballots are going to be
cluttered with the names of a lot of
persons whose chances for political
survival are less than a snow ball in
Florida-where the primary occurs
March 9.
Yet
what's
happening
here
illustrates both the best and the worst
aspects of America's system of electing
the next president and vice president.
Take Chief Burning Wood. His real
name is Austin Burton of Louisville,
Kentucky. He claims Indian ancestry.

J, F.
lerHont

■Si

mi

and is shrewd enough to understand
that labeling himself with a tribal title
is bound to attract attention. So he
calls himself "an honest buck" and
proposes to "give the country back to
the Indians."
RUNNING AS A GOP vice
presidential candidate eight years ago.
he garnered more votes than the
write-in "candidacies" of Governors
Reagan, George Romney of Michigan.
Claude Kirk of Florida and John
Volpe of neighboring Massachusetts.
Chief Burning Wood may never be a
big-time politician or comedian, but in
chilly New Hampshire, what's wrong
with a warm smile or two?
Not all of the lesser-known
candidates are running for the fun of
it. Evangelist Billy Joe C'legg from
Springfield. Missouri has fielded a full
slate of delegates pledged to support
him at the Democratic National

I feel compelled to do my duty and
voice m> objections to the comments
of Dr John 'Enksen. dean of the
College of Arts and Sciences, during
the Academic Council's discussion of
"student
complacency
and
encouragement of sloppy instruction."
Dr. Enkscn's statement only
Confirm my feeling that he and the
Academic Council have removed and
isolated themselves from the geneial
attitudes and needs of the student
body. It is easy for him lo sit in his
office, removed from reality, and
study trends and projections made of
students at other universities and try
to apply them to Bowling Green.
But If Dealt Enksen is truly
concerned with academic standards
and intellectual stimulus here at BG.

women blush no more

Halt the namei art lust-ever, Jackie
Robinson types, which is to say that
the doors of the meritocracy have
been flung open lo you. ladies, and
thai henceforth you may aspire lo any
job with a practical hope of getting it.
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early 20th centuries. Then the reaction
by men and male-owned institutions
was fierce. The powerful fell
threatened; this time the major
interests in government and corporate
life
made
quick
and happy
accommodation at Ihe policy level.
As individuals, many males have
grttmped. trumped, cheated and been
ungenerous, but seldom out in the
open.

NOW YOU need blush no more
than the men if you chose lo be a hack
congressional politician, apple-kissing
the leadership for favors like Texas's
Barbara Jordan whose picture sits in
the center of the cover.
Nothing greater is expected of
women than from men. and any
woman who expects more of herself
falls into ihe old, imprisoning trap. "It
is a sexist notion attributing superior
virtues to women," says the magazine,
which then goes on, in nearly prideful
context, to quote Jill Conway, the
Jackie Robinson president of Smith
College, saying. "There are lots of
inhumane women in ihe world."
It would be sexist as well as idiotic
to impute superior virtue to the female
chromosomes, but it would be blind to
refuse to see thai Western women have
been trained for many centuries to be
the
repositories
and
insistent
practitioners of qualities usually
regarded as virtuous.
It might serve us better to ask how
men might be taught the same virtues
than to felicitate women for
abandoning them.

\

TIME IS content in its essay to sec
gender-rclaled distinctions that are not
physiological vanish. The cover story
reads like an editorial endorsement for
ihe women's movement. How comes ii
■hat this conservative, right-wing
publication should he overjoyed at the
triumph of what we have been told is a
radical manifestation.
The women's movement of the last
10 years hasn't followed the
configurations
of
other
social
movements. It is a movement with
many heroines and no martyrs, a
movement
among
its
own
constituency of wide but very flaccid
support.
This wasn't the case in the 19th and

THE MOST tenacious opposition,
by both men and women, to the
feminist surge of the last decade seems
to be implanted in the lower-middle
class. Some of the reason is job
competition.
If there aren't enough jobs to go
around, lower-middle class people of
both sexes prefer they go to the man.
the husband, the breadwinner. Yes.
that's male chauvinism, but other
values are involved. They concern
family and the garden of preferences
which are cultivated around a rich
family life.
This is not what Time magazine is
about. Conservative though it is. the
family isn't one of the institutions that
organizations like Time are especially
interested in conserving.
The family can be an impediment to
the successful administration of the
corporate society as this snippet from
the cover story illustrates:
"For one woman Navy ensign
married to an Army captain, the
choice is clear. If he is transferred lo a
landlocked base, she will stay with the
Navy in Washington. Says she: "I
joined the Navy before I married htm.
and that is my loyalty." "
IT IS the loyalty that permits Time
magazine to shift its male employes
around, as need may dictate, from
Toledo to Berlin to Los Angeles. The
modern, mass organization cannot
have employes who put family
community, regional loyalty or even
work ahead of the organization.
People who want to do good jobs
have no large place in government or
big business. The useful person-power,
unit understands that she/he/it is not
paid to turn out fine work, but to be
part of a process.
The magazine reports that one of

IN THAT SENSE, at any rate,
Arnold's claim to the White House is
just as valid as the arguments being
made by Birch Bayh. Jimmy Carter.
Morris Udall. Henry Jackson. Terry
Sanford and Fred Harris.
One can argue that requiring an
estimated 135.000 New Hampshire
Democrats to choose among 16 listed
candidates for the White House is a
travesty of the political process. In one
sense, that verdict is just.
Every four years. America looks to
little New Hampshire to help identify
the Democratic (and Republican)
contenders
most
deserving
of
consideration by the other 49 states
for election to the presidency.

How can New Hampshire voters
seriously undertake this task if they
are confronted with a bed-sheet ballot
jammed with the names of persons
who are unknown, untested by
political experience, and are running
on a lark, on an ego trip, or for reasons '
they themselves cannot quite explain? ,
THIS IS ONE of the drawbacks of a
primary system gone wild, a system
under which each state sets its own
rules and in which candidates can
choose to run or not to run as they see
fit.
Before the next presidential year.
the two major parties have an
obligation, it seems to me. to come up
with uniform procedures for future
presidential pnmaries-perhaps through
a series of regional primaries-leading
up to the nominating conventions.
But even then, we will have to
reserve the right of any native-bom
American. 35-years-old. and a resident
the last 14. to run for president.
In New Hampshire this year, the
payment of SSOO and a petition of
1.000 voters filed with the State
Secretary by January 12 was all that it
look to place the name of a qualified.
citizen on the primary ballot.
Chief Burning Wood has as much
right as Ronald Reagan to find out if
he has a political future or is simply
the buck who stops here.

council's study unclear
By Bill Burns
315 West Wooster
Guest Student Columnist

WASHINGTON - Tune magazines
Man of'he Yeat is 12 women. The
magazine isn't implying it takes 12 of
them to equal one of us. although
picking a dozen - one for each month?
- does bring back the zoftig broads on
the calendars in the barracks and
machine shops.
No. 12 were chosen lo signify that
"1975 was not so much the Yeai of
the Woman as the Yeai of Women";
the choice of these paiticular 12
"symbolized the new consciousness ol
women generally." If Time does know
what " the new consciousnesss of
women" is. it appears from that list to
he nothing other and nothing more
than the wish to ho cqu.il

Convention in New York next July.
The colorful preacher insists he is
serious about wanting to save America.
He also wants Secret Service
protection just like the big-name
candidates.
Another
serious
Democratic
presidential hopeful is Stanley Arnold,
of New York City. Independently
wealthy and a self-styled genius, the
61-year-old Arnold has told the
Concord "Monitor" that he is a lot
brighter and more imaginative than
most of the national Democrats
running for president, and therefore he
is more deserving of voter attention.

the factors lhal has blocked women's
promotion up into the higher ranks
has been women's perfectionist
approach to their work.
Maybe the Yeai of Women will
mark the end of the egalitarian current
that began al the end of the ISili
century. Is there anyone else left lo
make equal''
And now. having done that, we may
understand thai making equal doesn't
always make free.

he might come down from his ivory
tower
d see lhal we are not
"complacent'' and certainly do not
"encourage sloppy instruction."
MORE
IMPORTANTLY,
by
opening up his mind and becoming
receptive to student feedback, some of
ihe harriers lo a more stimulating
atmosphere might be crossed.
You are wrong Dean Enksen. And
by no means am I implying that the
students should be given mote control
in administrative level decisions
regarding academic affairs.
Perhaps your altitude toward
student involvement and incentives arc
just a hit behind the times. For you
see. there is no longer a Vietnam to
concern us and there are no major
social upheavals lo worry us either.
The only real problems we face arc
a shrinking job market and blind
administrators who arc to proud 10
work with the students on matiers
designed to give us an edge over our
competitors at other universities.
THE
ACADEMIC
COUNCIL
working without any student input,
decided in October thai we were lo
have a revised (and later pioven)
totally unrealistic academic calcndai
for l97(.-77.
A lot of time and energy, not to say
ill-feelings, could have been spared had
you ihe insight to consult the students
instead of your wives, about ihe
feasibility of a month and a half
wmtci break.
Now you and the Academic Council
are embarking on a journey lo study
academic quality and Standards to
estjbhsh areas of concern.

Lerrers
triggers
motives
This past Thursday. Jan. 15.
California
Judge Samuel Conn
sentenced Sara
Jane Moore to
life-imprisonment for attempting to
kill President Ford. Moore made a
post-sentencing statement to the effect
that "if she had it to do again, she
would again try to kill the President."
Judge Conti, outraged at her
statement, commented that if the
death penalty was in effect, she and
others like her, would not be so quick
to pull the trigger on a gun. I agree to
the fullest extent.
Many people moan and groan when
capital punishment is taken from the
closet that also harbors the other great
social-moral issues such as abortion,
euthanasia and of course, the
legalization of marijuana. People don't
want to "waste" their time arguing
issues that probably will never be fully
resolved anyway. But unlike the other
issues, the reestablishment of capital
punishment should be of paramount
concern to everyone.
THE NEED for reinstating of the
death penalty lies within a sick
nationwide dilemma known as crime.
It is readily accepted that crimes,
especially
violent
ones,
have
skyrocketed over just the past few
years.
Of all the causes for this, the most
significant is that now. more than ever

before, criminals have less lo lose. A
man who brutally mutders his
girlfriend or wife with a pick-ax
today, can look forward to a prison
term which might parole him after
only 15 years. Then it's back into
society for him - so he can murder
more people? To be sure, this situation
is rapidly changing from being the
exception to becoming the rule.
The death penalty is needed now to
reestablish fear in the minds of
murderers and murderers-to-be that if
they are found guilty it rflight just
mean the end of the line for them.
And I say "hog-wash'" to all those
who might show me material that says
criminals will commit the crimes and
murder even in the event of capital
punishment. For if what they say is
true, that man's greatest fear is thai of
dying, then certainly that fear will
overshadow many of the present-day
motives to murder.
In conclusion. I might add that the
death penalty may turn out to be one
of our few existing bastions that
prevent crime from becoming an
accepted American way of life.
Howard Lester
212 Kohl.

fairness
in health care
As one of the ambulance drivers at
the Health Center I would like to

Tliis journey with Di. Kenneth
Roihe. University Provost, al ihe helm
will also lack student input. Dr. Rotlic
seems so concerned about grade
Inflation and establishing jicas of
concent lhal he is overlooking, once
again, perhaps the besl resource
available lo the council. lo.OOO
students.
SURPRISINGLY ENOUGH, there
is a great number of students who have
long awaited a more intellectually
challenging and stimulating Bowling
Green. "Club" college is out' And
even more shocking you'll find that
there is an even greater number of
students who don't even realize their
potential because BG hasn't shown
them
I thank God thai I got the
opportunity to challenge my mind in
tnc Washington Semester Program al
American University and also al Yale
University
lot summer school lasl
year. Foi had I not been given these
chances. I'd still be frustrated and
lacking in self-confidence
Both
something BG does teach so well to its
students.
Bowling Green has a lot of polcnlial
for its students. I challenge you and
ihe gentlemen on Academic Council lo
at least open your doors and hear what
suggestions some of your constituency
might have to offer
No one is demanding lhat you
implement our ideas, just listen to
them. Afln all. we are here to learn
how to solve sonic of life's problems.
If you don't feel we have at least the
ability to offer input, you arc failing in
what you aic hcie foi.to teach us how
to solve some of life's problems

point oul a few of the facts as I see
them.
Let's first consider my job. Wc have
a station wagon lhat is run free of
charge as a service to the students. This
means free transportation anytime of
the day or night from your place of '
residence or place of illness to the
Health Center and back. If necessary
we transport free of charge to Wood
County Hospital. We even transport
your visitors to Wood County Hospital
if they need medical care. When we are
called to pick up a patient and they no
longer require transporation. this is
fine. If you use the city ambulance it *
costs $35 one way and the patient is
charged
even
if
he
refuses
transportation.
From my point of view in night
work with the ambulance service I will
tell you what I have observed. Patients
I bring back to the Health Center are
immediately met at the door by the,
nurses and care given. When I have
taken patients to Wood County
Hospital.I sometimes have to wait for
a nurse to appear and I have even been
expected to stay with the patient until
the nurse can get there.
Recently I have noticed the/
overcrowding at Wood County. They
even have patients in the hall. I feel
that students should not be expected
to compete with townspeople for
medical care. It is not fair to either
side.
BUI Riley
221 Student Health Center
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City appoints personnel aide
By Gail Harris
Staff Reporter
A temporary assistant
administrator to handle the
city's personnel matters has
been appointed by Mayor
Alvin Perkins, Municipal
Administrator
Wesley
Hoffman
announced at
Monday's City
Council
meeting.
David Willmarth wit
appointed to the position
without council's approval.
He will begin his job under
the
municipal administrator's supeivision Monday.
Willmarth, who will serve
a six-month probationary
icrm. primarily will work on
city personnel problems.
Hoffman said that according
to
a
study
by
the
Inlergovernmental
Personnel
Association
(IPA). a federal agency, the

city needs a personnel
director and/or a personnel
department.
HOFFMAN
explained
that the IPA study shows
the city needs an expert to
deal with employes and
unions. He added that
although he believes the
personnel field is becoming
complex, the city can go
without
a
personnel
department for a while
longer as long as one person
is familar wiih personnel
matters.
-Councilman
Boyd
Crawford
questioned
whether the city can afford
to hire Willmarth. bui
Hoffman said the SI 7,000 a
year post already has been
figured into the budget.
Crawford
asked
the
mayor if Willmarth is
qualified for the job, adding

local briefs
UAO trip seats
Yesterday's News reported that there were only 10
spaces left for a Union Activities Organi&ition (UAO)
trip lo Fort Lauderdale. Honda. Actually, there are
plenty of spaces open for the trip according to a UAO
spokesman

Economics
Wallace bdwards, professor of economics at Miami
University at Oxford, will meet wth students interested
in the Miami Univcrstiy MBA and MA programs in
economic*. The meeting is from 11 a.m. •- noon today at
the Student Court Room. Student Services Bldg.

Talent show
The Mojo Theater Workshop will present a Third
World talent show at 8 p.m. Jan. 30 and 31 in Jot E.
Brown Theater, University Hall. Talent auditions and
registration will be from 5:30 -- <»:00 p.m. tomorrow in
405 University Hall There are money prizes for the top
thice winners.

Physics seminar
Dr. David Ober. associate professor of physics at II.ill
State University.'will'present S seminar on "Fourier
Analysis of EKG Traces" at 4 p.m. today in 2&>
Overman Hall.

Trl-Beta meeting
Biology honor society I n lieu will hold a "Meet the
New Chairman" night at 8 tonight in 515 Life Sciences
Bldg. Featured will be program advisers foi marine
biology, environmental studies, occupational therapy
and invertebrate /oology.
The meeting is free and open to the public, and all
biology majors and minors are urged to attend.
Refreshments will he served.

Keys found
A set of Chrysler car keys on a wire chain were found
yesterday near the Administration Building. Anyone
wishing to claim the keys can contact Christie Fitch, at
372-3077.

SGA meeting
There will be a meeting of Student Government
Association at 'I tonight in the Student Court Room,
fourth floor Student Services Bldg. The public is invited
to attend.

Correction
Due lo an error in yesterday's News. Union Activities
Organization (UAO) director-at-large candidate John
Grim, sophomore (B.A.). appeared as John Grin.

that if he tails to serve the
city, it will be a negative
reflection upon the mayor.
He also said he hopes the
appointment is not a
response to a political
obligation.
Mayor Perkins denied
that
he
appointed
Willmarth. a Democrat,
because of his political
affiliation. He said he
believes
Willmarth
is
qualified and will serve the
city properly.

for and members of eight
committees with which
council will work this year.
He said that he. Crawford
and councilman Charles
Barrel! will work with
Hoffman and Crowley to
review current council rules.
"We may find there's a
better way to do things." he
said
The
passage
of
a
resolution authorizing the
city's consulting engineer to
prepare plans for a traffic
signal installation at (he
HE ADDED that he intersection of Clay Street.
appreciated
Crawford's Ridge Street and North
comments and encouraged. Main Stieet was discussed.
councilmen
and
other Council decided to study
officials to question any the matter further because
action he makes as mayor, of the high cost involved.
adding "I have nothing to
Crawford asked why the
hide."
proposed traffic light would
City Attorney Patrick cost more than S30.000, to
Crowley reported that his which HolTman replied that
office is proceeding with a
traffic control systems are
rate
study
involving becoming
very
Columbia Gas Co. of Ohio. sophisticated.
Crowley said he has been
He said that a new federal
to several meetings since he
law staling that a signal
took
over the attorney',
must appear in each lane of
position Jan. 5 trom John
traffic instead of only one
Chcetwood, adding there
light at an intersection
have been no problems Increases the overall cost,
during the transition period.
Robert
Sorgenfried.
IN
OTHER
action
director of utilities, invited
council passed a resolution
councilmen to tour the
authorizing
the
city's
city's electric water and
consulting
engineer
to
prepare plans to improve
sewage fldlites to acquaint
them
with
those
storm
drainage
neat
departments. A date has not
Manville
Avenue
and
been set for the tour
Napoleon Road and an
Council President Bruce
ordinance
was
passed
Bollard named the chairmen
authorizing the municipal

Black students urged
to become aware
By Willie Slaughter
llnoi X Stubbs. Black
Student
Union
(BSU)
adviser said that it is time
for black students to wake
up.
"Minorities are the last in
and the first oui," Stubbs
said at Thursday night's
BSU
meeting.
"Black
students must he aware of
(he economic, social and
academic pressures at work
here if they aie to survive."
Stubbs encouraged the
nearly 100 persons present
to stay in school and
complete their educations.
She advised students to
periodically check their
bursar's
accounts
for
possible mistakes and also
to pay their fees on time.
"MANY BLACK students
feel ilia: the administration
has theii best wishes at
heart until problems arise,
then the students realize
that they are really on their
own. " Stubbs said.
Stubbs
said
that
"students should not feel
bad about doing an honest
day's work to make ends
•meet" if necessary.
The need for more black
representation was noted by
Stubbs, she urged those
present to vote and to
support ethnic studies and
other related programs.
"THE ETHNIC studies
program has not been

DOMINO'S IS STAYING AHEAD
OF ITS COMPETITION TO BRING
YOU SUPER WEEK, LOOK FOR IT

Park ministry work available

administrator to advertise
bids for those drainage
improvements.
Council
okayed
an
ordinance authorizing the
board of public utilities to
advertise bids for and enter
into a contract to purchase
seven
new
vehicles.
Sorgenfried said many old
vehicles are trucks that are
six years old and have
extensive mileage.
Also approved al the
meeting was an ordinance
providing for the General
Telephone Co. of Ohio to
install phone equipment in
the administrative services
building.

—————————-

By Sally Arnold
Student opinion is valued by Michael Czako, junior
(B.A.I and Mario Sansotta. sophomore (Ed.), both of whom
are candidates for coordinator of cultural affairs.
Czako said he intends to increase communication
between students and the office not only with input on
what the students want for entertainment, bin also would
like to inform them of Cultural Boost events. An
information sheet similiar (o (he Union Activities
Organization (UAO) Electric Blanket could be possible,
but not on a weekly basis due lo budget problems. Czako
said.
Sansotta said a survey of student wants for
entertainment is the main part of his platform. He said he is
interested not only in rock and jazz music as a pait of (tic
concert scheduling but also would like lo include political
and controversial speakers while exposing University
student talent through Cultural Boost.
CZAKO SAID he has heard through promoters (hat
black music does not go over well on this campus, although
he added he is not sure whether this assertion is true.
Average White Band was such an exception, he added.

supported as it should by
the students, and the first
(lung said is that there is no
justification lor having a
piogram that no one
attends." Stubbs said.
Planned
BSU
events
include a bus trip to
Firelands campus during
Black Culture Week Feb.
">-l5. and a Third World
talent show presented by
the Mojo Theater. Audition
and registration for (he
show are al 5:30 • '):00 p.m.
tomorrow in 405 University
Hall.

Michael Czako

He also said lie was disappointed to see plans for a Joni
Mitchell concert fall through. "I thought it would have
gone over well here," he said.
Czako said the purpose of Cultural Boost is to provide an
avenue for narrow audience programs. This is not
financially possible all the time, he said, so that larger
attendance attractions also must he planned.
SANSOTTA SAID he believes that UAO and Cultural
Boost should combine their best interests, but not their
funds, for the benefit of the students.
Czako did not see any benefits for UAO if the two
groups should combine funds.
Sansotta said scheduling of concerts is difficult because
of the proem of finding an open date, obtaining a
promoter or band on that particular date and having the
concert okayed by the administration. He added that the
physical education department has priority in the use of
Anderson Arena.
IF THE concert cannot be held in the aiena.Sansotta
suggested the possibilities of holding concerts in the Grand
Ballroom of the Union or at Sterling Farm during nice
weather.
One of the problems of the past cultural affairs office
was a lack of communication between students and that
office. Czako said. He proposed correcting this problem
through questionnaires and a well-rounded group of
students serving on the cultural affairs committee.
Czako is a member of the Cultural Boost committee. He
has had experience in producing the Datyl Hall and John
Oales concert and the Poc Ditch Music Festival. He is a
member of Sigma Phi Kpsilon fraternity.
Sansotta is also a member of the Cultural Boost
committee and has worked with ticket sales, advertising,
and security in the production of the Poe Ditch Music
Festival and George Carlin and Hall and Oates concerts. He
is a member of Thela Chi fraternity.
Steve Soenichsen. who is also a candidate for coordinator
of cultural affairs, did not appear for his scheduled
interview.

Mario Sanfsotla

STUDENTS
APPLICATIONS NOW BEING TAKEN FOR
PERSONNEL BOARD & PAAT

(poor academic advisory team)
Pick up applications now in room
405 Student Services.
Deadline: to bo in by 5:00 on Fri., Jan. 23
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aware of the opportunities available."
she said adding that the beauty of the
parks and the rewards of ministry are big
advantages to the program.
"It's a very rewarding job to be able to
help vacationers have valuable summer
experiences and to make them aware of
the beauty in the nature around them,"
she said.
The 27.year-old interdenominational
program is supported by more than 40
religious denominations and works in
conjunction wilh the National Park
Service.
"It requires a definite commitment to
both the ministry and the Park Service,"
Sieveit said. "It's hard work, long hours,
and you may not make that much money
- but, it's a very rewarding learning
experience."

Candidates value student input

Enjoy a quarter pound of freshly
ground beef and dairy fresh cheese
on a toasted sesame seed bun. on a platter with
cowboy fries and crisp cole slaw.

The Domino People are Pizza
People, period.
LISTEN TO WAWR SPORTS

Interested in a summer job and
ministry experience in a national park?
Rnth Sievert will speak at 7:30 p.m.
Monday in the Alumni Room. Union,
about
summer
job
opportunities
sponsored by At'MNP. A Christian
Ministry in the National Parks.
ACMNP selects ZbO college and
seminary students each year to work in
over 50 national parks The students are
employed by various park concessions
and work about 40 hours a week as hotel
maids and cafeteria employes.
They double as ministry staff,
providing Sunday morning woiship
services and other religious programs.
SIEVERT was involved in the program
last summer at Jackson lake and is
serving as campus lepresentative for
ACMNP. "I just wart lo make people
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FAMILY
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Saddle upfor

Roy
Rogers
Family Restaurant.

WE'VE "BEEFED UP" OUR
CHUCK WAGON TO SERVE
YOU FASTER & BETTER!
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(LOW), PRIDE (LOTS),
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By The Associated Press
Rival Angolan factions,
fighting with Communist
and Western backing for
control of the strategic
African
country,
were
reported in possible decisive
battles on three fronts
yesterday. Speculation grew
that peace talks would soon
be held in Kenya.
Reports from battlelronts
within
Angola
said
Cuban-led
MPLA forces,
making strong thrusts into
the southern regions, were
meeting tough resistance
from several thousand white
troops believed 10 he South
Africans.
The Johannesburg Star of
South Africa reported that
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THE STAR reported in a
dispatch from Lusaka. "The
main fighting appears to he
the whites and Cubans on
the respective sides, with
the Angolan troops in a

An UNITA spokesman in
Lusaka was quoted .is M) itlg
that
Western-backed
movement
was airlifting
heavy weapons l«> I usos 10
Slop the MPLA tanks.

23 Pantomime
24 Varnish
ingredient
26 Bias: Colloq
27 Originate
29 Have
to
pick
31 Halt, infighting
34 Writer France
35 Agent* of
retribution
36 Important
affairs
37 Sea off Turkey
38 Fly a plane
39 Compared
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Understanding
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Steve or Mel
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40 Oriental nurses
42 American mystery writer
44 Furrier's
concern
46 Shoe repairman
47 Jeunefilles
parent
49 Stream of
current
50 Indonesian
island
52 Explosive
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41 Speedily
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45 "Auntia
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46 Shop
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49 Indian symbol
50 Lox accompaniment
51 Unfriendly
53 Unyielding
55 Slim
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style I with
"to'l
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ORANGES

largely supporting role."
Soviet T54 tanks, which
sent FNLA troops fleeing to
the Zaire border last wMk,
are beginning to arrive lor
use in the MPLA drive on
Luso. the Star said. Capture
of Luso from UNITA would
give the MPLA control of
the
important
Benguela
railway over which Zambil
and Zaire ship ihelt copper
ore to the sea

40 Concerning

Iron, gold, etc.
Cloth
Smallest
O.K., in away
Straddling
Dyer's coworker
Belief
Dinar
Copenhagen
coin
Split apart
Pinafore
Black
Wild species
of grass
Lance
Parcel out
Card player
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BaUet studio
equipment
Part oft wheel
Asaumed name
Sun Ihe Man
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For Information, Coll
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Deluxe 2 bdrm
• Furnished
• Central heat h air
■ Laundry lac in bldg
'. Ample parking
Outdoor gas grills

BABY FOOD
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HEINZ SrRAINED

SWISS STEAK „

U.S. Secretary of State
Henry
Kissinger.
who
arrived
in
Moscow
yesterday, is expected to
discuss Angola among other
things with his Soviet hosts But foreign observers in the
Soviet capital said they

expected no agreement on
the. Angolan issue.
The
MPLA
attacked
around Cela. near Santa
Comba in the West, and
toward the key railroad
town of Luso in central
Angola. Reinforced UNITA
units were repoited .n
Texeira de Sousa. another
rail center on the Zaire
border now held by ihe
MPLA.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
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Sivimbi is to go on to
Kinshasa,
Zaire,
for
discussions with his ally.
Holden
Robeno. whose
National Front forces in
northern
Angola
have
suffered serious setbacks in
recent weeks, the Star said.
The coalition would not
include Roberto's IM A
the Star said.

THE
NEWSPAPER
quoted informed sources as
saying 23 moderate black
African states, seeking an
end
to
the
year-long
Angolan
conflict.
have
agreed
the
Communistbacked Popular Movement
(MPLA) should take the
leading
role
in
a
MPLA-UNITA
coalition
government.

ABORTION

COOPOH

'DAISY FR1SII

Jonas Sivimbi. leader of
Angola's
pro-Western
National Union (UNITA)
forces, met with leaders of
neighboring
Zambia
to
discuss a peace settlement
for the war-torn country.
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Speculation of Kenyan peace talks grows
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by Garry Trudeau
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Friday,
Jan. 30 8:30 p.m.
Masonic Auditorium

Tlckots $4/3/6
STUDENTS $2 OFF
ALL TICKET PRICES
Phone 419/472-1157.

GreatScot
'■UNOl Y K>O0 MORIS

PERSONALS

easel. $25 3520654.

Activs Christians Today, 603 Clough St. will matt at 2
p.m. Bible Study "Life Together 102".
Campus Crusade for Christ will meet from 7-9 p.m. in
the Alumni Room of the Union.
Weakly General Growth Group open to all w/pre-group
interview Rm. 320 Stud. Serv. Bldg.,
3-5 p.m. Call
Carol or Gwen at 2-2081 for interview.

LOST AND FOUND

U1

CLOSE-UP

FOR SALE

Student's International Meditation Society meeting will
be held in the Faculty Lounge in the Student Union
Thurs. Jan. 22 1 p.m. & 8 p.m. Free & open to public.

£44c

i

gfffiB "* *jJ5?i.s?°^'

Thursday. January 22. 1976

2 F. housemates, spr. qtr.
$60/mo..
util.
pd.
352-5027.

B.G.S.U. Karate Club Goju-Kai will meet in Rm. 201
Hayes Hall from 9:30 to 11:30 p.m.

MIAMI I WITH Trill ORIA1 SCOT COUPON
; OOOO tH.OOOH JANUARY J». 1 »T*

a

alter b p.m.

Computational Services for LaPlume Seminar, in Rm.
210. Math Science from 2-2:50 p.m.

/W^^««OTCO^PON^"015S WTO^T^COTCO^O^M®
SAVE 17
STIYFREE
:'MMIMDS

CAMPUS CALENDAR

Activt Christians Today, 603 Clough St.. will meet at 6
p.m. "Living the Adventure" will be the Bible Study.

HERSHIY INSTANT

DEI MONTE

B-BBBBB

Tickets at
Central Travel & Ticket

e

H.1.cVkntTasscl
VzSsaitS,"

LOST: Male puppy tan &
white. Approx. 1 ft. tall.
Brown spot on head with
freckles. 3520659.
'reckli
TOOK
DNB in Mosley 403. 1
nng, 1 com. put. so. text.
Claim at Williams Hall 235.
HELP WANTED
TEACHERS at all levels.
Foreign
&
Domestic
Teachers.
Box
1063
Vancouver. Wash. 98660.
BG News needs circulation
person. 372-2003.
SERVICES OFFERED
E NGAQEMENT
PORTRAITS.
HAGER
STUDIO'S.
For 65 cents or lass at the
PLANT LADY, you can
buy...up to FIVE SIZES/
Clay pots and saucers some
glass pots, potting soil, and

a variety small plants. 102v>
N. Main.
WANTED
Men's Bike 26-27". Good
cond. 352-0801.
Babysitter. 831 7th St. Apt.
4. Hrs. Mond. & Wed. from
11:30 a.m. to 8 p.m. Tues.
& Thur. from 11:30 a.m. to
1:30 p.m. Contact at above
address.
1-2 F. rmt. (s) to sub. house
spring. $65 util. pd. Good
loc. 352-0379 Jean.
1 f. to sub. Apt. spr. qtr.
Linda 352-7371 for more
info.
M. student to share small
house with 3 men. Clost to
campus. Inquire at 836
Third St.
M. rmmt. to share 3 bdrm.
apt. own unfinished bdrm.
$92/mo.
Call
352-1665

questions iefer to
on Page 4 Thursday

Professional

Alpha Epsilon Pi Lil' Sis
Rush tonight 7' Alpha
Epsilon Pi House old Frat.
ism,
DRINK
AND
DROWN
every FRI. AFTERNOON
3-6 ALL THE BEER YOU
CAN DRINK AT SOP
352-1092.
;
A special thanks to Pam,
and everyone else who made
our formal a tlamin success'
We loved it! The Phi Mu's.
Congratulations to Jennie
and Scott on their Phi
Mu-Sigma Chi lavaiienng!
Love, the Phi Mu's.
Congratulations to Sharon
and
Mark
on
your
engagement! Your candle
passing at the formal was
just right, making it even
more of a special night! The
best of luck and much
happiness! Love, Your Phi
Mu Sisters.
ALTERATIONS
&
TAILORING.
The
Buttonhole 148 S. Main St.
Buffalo: Congrats on your
election. You owe it all to
me. This is a classic example
of the Peter Principle. Doc.
C
1-What do Sigma Nu's hate
to eat?
2-What do Sigma Nu's like
to eat?
3-What football coach are
Sigma Nu's proud to claim
as an Alum?
4-Wnat football coach are
Sigma Nu's glad is not an
Alum?
5-VYhat does Sigma Nu need
tor a strong house?
For the Answers to these

(Lesa)

OIH

type

Italian

Ad

aitist's

turntable.

Pre/amp included. Brand
new
Shure Needle $20.
Carrie 2-5067.
FOR RENT
Campus Manor now renting
for sum. & tall. Soecial
summer rates. Fall rates
from $80'mo. up. All util.
pd. except electric. Gas &
heat 81 A/C Ph. 352-9302 &
352-7365 eve.
STUDENT APARTMENTS
352-1800 or 352-4671.
3 bdrm. house 3-4 students
immed.
rental
353-8331
near Univ. across South
Hall.
Greenview
Apts.
now
renting one and two bdrm.
apts. Low rates, all utilities
pd. 352-1195. 12-6 p.m.
*2
Bedroom, 4 person,
furnished, near campus at
521 E. Merry, Tenant pays
only the electric, excellent
condition. $296 per month.
*2 Bedroom. 4 persons,
furnished, located at 824
Sixth Street, tenant pays
only the electric, excellent
conditions,
$260
per
month.
For
more
details,
call
Newlove Realty, 353-7381.
525 N. Enterprise Large 2
bdrm. Duplex turn. air.
$270/mo. plus util. call
353-7381.
520 E. Reed new large 2
bdrm.
apts.
Furn.
Air
$280/mo. plus electric. Call
353-7381.
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Donations sought for Alumni Center
Labor secretary
WASHINGTON (AP) - President Ford will name cliief
federal mediator W. J. Usery Jr. 10 be secretary of labor,
a job for which he has waited nearly three years,
according to While House sources.
At a press briefing yesterday. While House Press
Secretary Ron Nessen did not confirm that Usery had
been selected.
However, he said an announcement on Ford's choice
for the post can be expected "very, very shortly.

Blood pressure
TUCSON. Aiu. (API - High blood pressure, a major
killer disease, tends to run in families and there are
indications the tendency can begin soon after birth.
Harvard University researchers find.
They now are studying a group of children from birth
through then first years, seeking to learn what
establishes family trends in blood pressure. Dr. Edward
Kass said yesterday.
He and associates hope to "find leads into the earliest
lime when the child enters a blood pressure track that
seems destined, on the whole, to operate for the
remainder of the child's life."
Perhaps "the cause or causes of an initial rise in blood
pressure can be discovered this way." and if the causes
are something in the environment or life-style then they
might be corrected or controlled, he told an American
Heart Association Science Writers Forum.

Budget act
WASHINGTON (AP) -• When Congress gets President
Ford's budget today, the new machinery the lawmakers
constructed to give themselves a better grip on the
nation's fiscal plans will go fully into effect for the first
time.
The Budget Act not only invites Congress to set
spending ceilings for itself, but it imposes a tight
timetable on all legislative actions that have to do with
money.
The schedule is so demanding that some members
question whether it can be folloved. but publicly the
budget committees of the House and Senate insist it can
and will.
House Speaker Carl Albert in an interview said budget
items will take precedence and all general legislation will
have to stand aside until the early deadlines arc met.
The House Budget Committee has scheduled two
weeks of hearings on the budget, beginning Monday. The
Senate committee is to begin its deliberations Feb. 3.

AEPi
Little Sis
RUSH

TONIGHT
7:30 pm
AT THE HOUSE

SrSte?
"rPo'twoit

HI

it -

Beginning next Monday
nearly 14.000 University
alumni will be contacted in
an effort to raise SI 50.000
towards the new SI million
Alumni Center, according to

James Lcssig. director of
alumni services.
The Alumni Telefund will
be similar to the telephone
drive conducted last fall in
Cleveland which resulted in

The University production of "Animal Farm." based on
George Orwell's novel as adapted by Nelson Bond opens
today in the Joe E. Brown Theatre.
"A horror story-this is a growing horror story." said Dr.
Loll Cheney, professor of speech and the play's director.
The presentation closely follows Orwell's novel, in which
a group of animals overthrow their cruel master and create
a perfect society.
However, they soon learn that they are in a situation
worse than the one they overthrew, since each leaves all the
decisions up to the others. "This is the story of anyone,
anywhere." Dr. Cheney said.
THE PLAY IS presented in reader's style with little
emphasis on lighting and costumes. "We'd rather you did
that in your own mind," Dr. Cheney said.
The actors rarely look at each other, she said.
"Everything is thrown into voice and body." Dr. Cheney
said. "I find audiences arc quite willing to accept it."
In leader's theater, cast members usually read more than
one part, and this play is no exception.

LUNCH & DINNER
NOW BEING SERVED
AT THE

NORTHGATE
LOUNGE
11 AM- 10 PM
DAILY LUNCH SPECIALS

SIRLOIN FOR TWO
PORTERHOUSE, T-BONE
AND RIB-EYE STEAKS
YOUR FAVORITE BEVERAGE
BANQUETS - WEDDINGS
. SERVICE
CLUB
NORTHGATE LOUNGE
1095
Ph.
N. MAIN
352-5243

"ANIMAL FARM" will be presented at 8 p.m. today
through Saturday. Admission is S2 lor adults. SI for
children and high school students, and 50 cents for
University students with an 1.1).
Tickets can be puichascd in advance .u the Theater
Ticket Office. University Mall from II a.m.-.'.'0 p.m.
Monday through Friday 01 beginning at 7 p.m. pcilormaiice
nights. Reservations lot tickets can be made bv calling
372-2719.

HE SAID ihat he hopes
to bring back alumni to take
pan in career guidance
programs
with
students
.itu-i the centei opens.
"We have got .ilimini
working m ptrclically every
field imaginable." Lessig
said. "No one is better
qualified lo give career
guidance
than
someone
who's been theie.
"I think that once the
centei
is
opened
the
students will be pleasantly
suiprised ai the use of the
building." he added.

Call Fact Line
372-2445
*1—ALL SEATS—* 1
CLA-ZEL

NOW LEASING FOR FALL
FRAZEE AVE. APARTMENTS

as a facility to bring
together alumni, faculty and
students for the benefit of
the llniveristy." Lessig said.

.'"I.'»l .

HELD OVER!
2nd WEEK
tVI. ATMS— »:»0

■ SAT SUN MAT. 2:00

BRAND NEW
FEATURING
1. Two Full Baths
2. New Furniture Throughout
3. New University Tennis Courts
Across the Street
4. "Only One Block from the
Towers" on Campus Location

CALL NOW FOR
RENTAL INFORMATION
A i^rvio^ BC-UX .rio#*Caoo

352-0717

HUCK MANGIONE

U

"""JAZ

[SUN. FEB. 1
8 PM
U off T
STUDENT
UNION AUD. TICKETS "4.

FOR THE
PEOPLE

A STUDENT UNION
BOARD SHOW

iwscwas*

ELECTIONS & OPINIONS
BOARD
WE NEED POLL WORKER!

FEB5

FOR THE SGA ELECTION
SIGN UP
IN
405 STUDENT SERVICES

oh, spaghetti! Trade one tough summer
for two great years.
only 99"

(SWCKNT IOOK

Pogliof's
• pizza • subs • spaghetti
1004 S. Main. B.G. Ph. 352-7571

WEDNESDAY IS
COLLEGE ID
NIGHT

Cast members ire Furahi Sabj. graduate student in
speech: Phil Meyer sophomore (A&S); Kotmond Russell.
Barbara Kciper and Donald Keipei. (union (A&S); and
Rene Bimbaum and Susan (lapp. seniors 1US1

HOME COOKED DINNERS
our specialty

sorry, no delivery on this special

^

FIVE
HUNDRED
volunteer callers will work

in groups of 40 a night in
contacting alumni from
Indiana to Sandusky and
from Michigan lo lima.
Lessigsaid.
"We"re hoping it will he
as successful as the one in
Cleveland." lie said. "We
have more alumni in this
area and then proximity lo
the campus should make
them more inlciesied in
particip.ilir.g "
The center should be
dedicated at homecoming
this Octohei During the
past
two yeais pledges
totalling
more
than
$<>50.000
have
been
received. Lessig said.
"The main purpose fot
the new centei is to he used

TWO BEDROOM APPTS.

Texas Instruments
slide rule calculator
IXCHAMCI

use of the telephone to raise
funds for the centei." Lessig
said.

Orwell's classiclAnimal Farm'
presents 'growing horror story'

The Army ROTCBasi< Camp. It's tough
because you'll !* making up for the entire first iwo
years of the Army ROTC Pour-Year l*rogram. Two
years in only six weeks.
During ihis lime, while we're toughening
up your body a little, we'll lx' even louglici on your
mind. By asking you 10 complete u concentrated
courseol study covering all the topics you missed.
Hut when you return to college in the 'all.
you c an look forward lo two pretty great years.

tonight & every wed. night
5p.m.-9 p.m.

sn-siA

pledges of
more than
SI00.000. Lessigsaid.
"For a 10-day period
from Monday, Jan. 26
through Friday. Feb. S
we're going to employ the

You'll lx*cai ning an extra SI(H)a month, up to ten
months a year. And you'll also IN*earning an
officer's commission while vou're earning voui
collc^r degree.
II you'n' iiaiisicii inn from junioi college,
or lor some ot I HI reason you couldn't take the find
two years ol ROTC. look into the Army ROTC
ftao-Ycai Program.
"ARMY ROTC. LEARN WHAT IT TAKES
TO LEAD.

/ MISSED SPA GETTI NIGHT!

THURSDAY
LADIES NIGHT

TOLEDO'S ONLY
EUROPEAN STYLED
DISCO
BRING THE AD. GET IN FREE FRI OR SAT
3415 DORR ST. AT BYRNE - 536-2001
OPEN WED - SAT

/ FOR
/' FURTHER
/'DETAILS
CONTACT CPT.
TOM WHIPPLE IN
57 MEMORIAL HALL
OR CALL 372-2477
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Rockets invade tonight
By Dick Rees
Sports Editor
For Andre Richardson,
tonight's
Bowling
Green-Toledo
basketball
game
has
special
importance.
"Ever since my freshman
year, I've always looked
forward to playing Toledo
every year." he said. "I
played poorly against them
as a freshman, and that was
one of the first varsity
games I ever played in. So I
just get naturally fired up
for them."
Richardson should be a
key factor in the Falcons'
attempt to capture their

third straight Mid-American
Conference (MAC) win.
Although he hasn't enjoyed
any
spectacular
performances this winter,
his consistency and hard
work have resulted in a °.0
scoring average and a ''.I
rebounding mark.
"I THINK I've been fairly
consistent, but
not
as
consistent as I should he."
the BG captain said. "I've
got to quit being hesitant in
my shot selection and going
to the boards, and that
should cut down on my
mistakes."
The 6-8 senior post man
said tonight's clash is a

"super-important
game"
and that defense will be the
deciding factor.
"I think we've got a
pretty good ball dub."
Richardson said. "We just
have to be determined and
consistent and we'll need a
lot of defense. I don't htink
the game can he won
without good defense."
Falcon coach Pal Haley
echoed
Richardson's
remarks in preparation for
the
pivotal
conference
contest, slated for an 8 p.m.
start in Anderson Arena.
WTOL-TV (Channel 11) will
broadcast the game live.
•THE KEY will be if our
zone can stop them from

the outside." Haley said
yesterday before he sent his
squad through a two- hour
practice. "They're the best
shooting team in the league
and they've got five guys
who can put it in from
anywhere.
"barly on. we'll have to
use both man-to-man and
/one and sec which one
works and slick with ii."
the BG coach added.
Toledo. (>-h overall and
2-2 in the MAC. features
four starters who average
belter than II points a
game. Three-year regular
Mike Larsen ■ 6-6 forward.

leads the charge with an
18.2 mark.
ALL-MAC guard Larry
Cole is next at .16.8.
sophomore forward Ted
Williams is hitting at a 12.2
clip, and junior center Dave
Speicher. the MAC'S best
field
goal
shooter,
is
averaging I 1.5
Haley will counter with
his
usual
quintet
of
Richardson
and
Ron
Hammye
(13.5.
«».8
rebounds) down low. junior
Dan Hipsher {IS) and
senior John Arnold (8.0) at
the wings and Tommy
Harris.
the
MAC's
second-best scorer with a
19.4 average, at the point.

Dan Garfield

leers deserve success
Are the Bowling Green
icc.rs for real''
You're damned straight
they are. and there arc four
major reasons why they
deserve
their
fifth-place
national ranking.
The
first
reason
is
goaltending. Any good team

is going to have prolific
scorers, hot-shot wingers
and blazing centers. Bui
when it comes down to
winning, a good tender in
the nets is the difference
between a 2-13-1 record and
the 13-2-1 mark the Falcons
possess now.
BG IS fortunate to have
twice
as
much
good
goaltending. Many schools
boast about their super

Lack of offense
key to BG loss

Blw%m 9

Ever wonder what it's like to watch a basketball game from the
Anderson Arena catwalk? Here's one view of last week's action
eVe
between the Falcons and Kent State as BG captain Andre
*
Richardson (15) hauls in a rebound while a host of other
l/}oiA# performers watch. (Newsphoto by Lance Wynn)

Lack of offense was the prime factor in a surprising
08-42 defeat handed 10 Bowling Green's women cagcts by
defending slate champion Ohio Stale University (OSU)
Saturday at St. John Arena.
The Falcons had only 21 rebounds the whole game, shot
2(> per ceni from the lloor and were four for 17 on the free
throw line.
"I don't think Ohio State is any belter than they were
last yeai." said BG coach Sue I lager. "They made mistakes,
but we coldn'l capitalize on those mistakes.
"OUR DEFENSE was pretty good, but we had no
offense. We had no help whatsoever from our centers and I
thought that was out Strongest position." she added.
Ohio Stale's experience, as expected, nude a big
difference in the game, as did the atmosphere in St. John
Arena. It was BG's first game in the spacious facility.
The Buckeyes also put extreme pressure on the Falcon
guards. BG's forwards tried to help remove the pressure
from the guards, thus leaving only the center lo rebound.
"I'M disappointed we didn't play better, but it was a real
learning experience for all of us." Hager said. "We're going
to work on our press, because we're going to have to put
more pressure on the ball and have more pressing defense."
Both OSU and BG had trouble getting started
offensively. At die end of four iniiiuies, the score was 2-0.
and at the end of seven minutes. 8-2. both times in OSU'l
favor.
Hager said she was pleased botli by the performance of
the new varsity players and of the junior vaisity squad.
"The new players,did a really nice job. and the JV's show
a lot of promise." she said.

all-American
goal lenders,
and there arc ihose powers
who have two who spin the
duties. Bui I doubt if there
is any school in Amenca
that can match the success
Mike
Lull
and
Al
Sarachman have had this
year for the Falcons.
Liul. BG's all-time career
leader for wins in the .let. is
having a phenomenal year.
The 6-2, 185-pound junior
from
Woodbiidge.
Onl.
carries one of the best
averages
this
year
in
collegiate hockey, a brilliant
2.08. He also holds a 7-1
record.
Sarachman. with a 6-1-1
record, is not having as great
a year as Liul. but still
maintains a 3 0(> average, a
respectable mark on any
team.
Bui a goaltender needs
one major criterion to be
super--and dial's a super
defense to back him up. The
BG defense. Strong and
healthy
this year after
numerous
injuries
last
season, has staved oft many
opponents and killed a great
numhei of power plays with
diving slops and hcads-up
play.
I cading Ihe defense is
I r i -ca pI ain
Kevin
MacDonald. Last year the
6-2. 195-pound board-check
artist sat out most of the
sc.is.m with a knee injury.
This year he's back, in full
health and checking harder
than ever.
OTHER DEFENSEMEN
who have been instrumental
in BG's success story are
one-year
veterans
John
Mavity and Tom Thomas.
These two bruisers not only

Indoor tracksters get off to quick start
By Bill Estep
Assistant Sports Editor
The Falcon trackstcis got
their indooi season off to a
quick stait Friday al the
Eastern Michigan University
(EMU} Invitational
The BG tlunclads were
winners in two events,
broke a pan of school
records and placed in 10
events.
Outdoor
iccord-holdcr
Lew Maclin captured the

triple jump with a leap of
47-101*. His effort eclipsed
the previous indoor mark of
47-841 set by Ayo Adclana
in 1971,
In addition, the shuttle
hurdles foursome of Jott
Gagnon, Juan Irwin. James
Shepherd and Dave Godfray
took tusi in a record time
ol 30.2. breaking the indoor
mark of .>0..'set in l»"2 l<\
Ron Weber. Dave Fcglev.
Rick Kramer and Chuck
Man sell

Eastern Michigan's Keith
Williams
nipped
Falcon
speedstei Ron Taylor for
honors in ihe .'00-yard
dash Williams won in .t| 7,
while layloi lul the lape al
31.9.
CROSS
COUNTRY
captain Tun /umbaugh also
garnered runner-up honors
in the two-mile run in
o 06.5,
while
distance
partnet Bob I umt, running
his First varsity tace since

transfering from Mt. Union
a year ago. finished third in
the three-mile run in 14
:06.4.
Junior
Randy
Zimmerman took individual
laurels for BG in the
oOO-yaid dash with a fourth
place finish in
1:13.8.
Canadian freshman Micliele
Raymond.
meanwhile,
became ihe second Falcon
to place in the field, as he
grabbed fourth in the long
jump at 21-21:.

ThrM other BG relay
squads placed among the
top six finishers at the meet
run in Bo wen Field House.
THE DISTANCE medley
Mam
of
Mark
Butler.
Taylor. Rick Hutchmson
and Dan Dunton captured a
third with a clocking of
10:13.4.
The two-mile contingent
of
Hutchinson,
Tom
McShcffcty.
Butler
and

have been J defensive asset
for the Falcons, hut also
have come through vuih
points.
Mavity. ihe team's second
leading scorer, has pumped
through 21 points while
Thomas has countered with
II.
But
on
defense.
a
freshman has come on
strong lo become a voiv
Important pan of the whole
defensive cog. Ken Morrow,
with more batlle scars on
Ins face than a land mine
detonator on the Russian
llront, has stopped shots,
blocked shois. tripped over
shots and even scored one
from the icd line. His
addition lo the defensive
staff is one reason why BG
is cruising to IIS besi season
ever.
REASON THREE is the
Scoring, What s a good
defense and goallenders if
you can't put poinis on the
board'' The Falcons have
ulili/cd a good defense vvilli
potent scoring.
Balance is the word for
Ihe falcon scoring ilns year.
Although Mike Hart man
leads the team in scoring,
there aie 15 leers sailing
between 12 and 21 points.
And once moie. ihe Falcons
arc
getting
equivalent
scoring from all loin lines
Lasi year I he Falcons
surged to an IS-4-1 mar*,
with excellent scoring from
Hart man. Bob Dohek and
Doug Ross, the later two
now on the U.S. Olympicsquad. The defense held
together by a prayer, but
the pressure mounted and
BG sank to a 5-6-1 mark
Irom there on out.

The big question this year
will be maintaining that
consistent
scoring
and
•laying healthy on defense.
THE FOURTH major
reason why ihe Falcon icers
arc enjoying the fruits ol
SUCCCSS this season is coach
Ron Mason The thiid-year
menior was faced with a
very young squad this year.
The defense was coming oft
injuries and BG losi its two
biggest scorers in Ross and
Dobek
He has met the
challenge well.
Through
excellent
recruiting.' a trait which
comes natural to ihe former
Soo Lakei coach. Mason has
luoughl in talent which can
do the job now with Ihe
precision Ol a veteran crew.
Moriow. Maik Wells. John
Markell. Paul Tilanic and
the Newton brothers. Tom
and Bruce, form a strong
freshmen nucleus.
Mas,MI is a class coach. He
rarely rejoices enthusiastically in victory. He lakes
winning in snide, and like
woody Hayes, he hales to
lose When Rl'l rebounded
from a It)-.- loss lobcal Ihe
Falcons. 6-S, and a week
later Wilt rid lauiier won
}-2 over BG. Ihe BG coach
was solemn Km Instead of
raging
and
raving,
he
stressed more work.
There aie more reasons
why ihe Falcons deserve the
fifth-place unking in both
polls. The fan support has
been
superb and team
morale is great. The Falcons
can look forward to a
post-season reward if they
continue to display ihe
hockey they have been
showing the last few weeks.

HUDS0HS SPIRIT OF 78

Dunton also look third in
7:56.5
and
the sprint
medley squad consisting of
Vmcc
Rokicsak.
Irwin.
Shepherd and Brian Hoch
finished fourth in 3:45.0.
The BG runners face the
'busiest portion of their
■chedule this weekend as
they
travel
to Central
Michigan for a dual meet
outing Friday and to Ann
Arbor Saturday for the
University
of
Michigan
relays.
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Gymnasts beaten
By Tim Davis
What's the diffeicnce between a top-notch varsity
gymnastic team and a club team that's been forced to
practice every place but the kitchen sink1*
If the varsity team is Slippery Rock and the club team
BG. the difference is 58.40 points, as was the case Saturday
when the Falcon gymnasts were buried by a powerful
Slippery Rock crew. 142.40 to 84.
"We showed up." said BG coach John White, "but that's
v
all we were able to do."
The saddest part is that Slippery Rock left its two best
performeis home for disciplinary reasons. It didn't make
that much difference.'
SLIPPERY ROCK, one of the most accomplished teams
in the nation, was so devastating that it finished in the top
three places in every event of the day.
Falcon captain Smitty Kahr said he knows how tough
Slippery Rock really is. He set season highs for BG in five
out of six events and still couldn't finish in a top thtee spot.
White was pleased with he performance of sophomore
Jim Kutlebergcr.
"He's improved so steadily that he'll be in another class
of gymnastics in no time." White said.
Things only can get better for the Falcons Saturday
when they host a match with Kent State, for the first time
in a while the competition will include both the men's and
women's team's.

Wednesday Is

PIZZA NIGHT
at Crusty's Pizza

I
*
*

*
*

f*

S

Ski from 4:30 - 11 pm, Friday
9 am - 11 pm Saturday, 9 am - 4 pm Sunday
784 ft. Vertical Drop. 6 Double Chain.
I Triple Chair and more.

Cost *60 & SKI CLUB duos.
"25 deposit due tonight
-112 Life Science 7:00 pm.
INCLUDES: lift, tickets, two nights lodfini
on the slopes, transportation and insurance.

$

1.00 Off Any Large
or Extra Large Pizza
532 E. Woostar

with the SKI CLUB
Feb 6-8
AT SEVEN SPRINGS, PA.

*
*
*

5-8 P.M.

SKI and PARTY

Din* in or pickup
Ph. 352-3551

Drive your own car. let us pay
the expenses and cam as much as S20.

*
*
*
*
#
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Don't miss out • Come #
t along and have some fun.*
%4raMr»Mi4*****************

."B-1"

HUDSON S
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DU0KAPS

DORSET'S DRUGS, WC
111 Railroad Street
352-1693

